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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the city of Santa Fé, Argentina to the
visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Through the act of consecration of new clergy, My Son is able to move forward with His Work of
redemption on the planet, because from the consecration of new souls to the Sacred Heart, this
creates a spiritual bridge by which humanity can be aided through a most powerful Grace.

It is thus that the act of consecration of new clergy in this cycle represents the deactivation of global
human illusion and of all that leads souls into separating themselves from the Love of God.

That is why, when such a new soul consecrates itself to the Heart of Christ, giving and surrendering
its life to the life of the spirit, it must be kept in mind that this consciousness, as from the moment of
its consecration, enters into another Law, and in this way, is separated from the continuous tendency
of the race to open doors to damnation.

It is through the young souls that are consecrated that your Heavenly Mother has the permission to
intercede and to bring from the Universe, great flows of Grace to be given and poured out in
impossible situations and in irreversible cases.

All this is possible when souls recently consecrated to My Son accept entering the Christic path and
in this way, in the name of Christ, take on suffering and sacrifices so that the planet and its
humanity may have a new opportunity.

The path of consecration to Christ is one of the paths to the sanctity of life and the conversion of the
spirit of each being.

Consecration represents, in this time, one of the principal means by which Christ is able to
concretize the Plan of Rescue.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


